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Abstract

Background Early-stage breast cancer patients face a

series of complex treatment decisions, with the first typi-

cally being choice of locoregional treatment. There is a

need for tools to support patients in this decision-making

process.

Methods We developed an innovative, online locore-

gional treatment tool based on International Patient Deci-

sion Aids Standards criteria. We evaluated its impact on

patient knowledge about treatment and appraisal of deci-

sion making in a pilot study using a clinical sample of

newly diagnosed, breast cancer patients who were ran-

domized to view the decision aid website first or complete

a survey prior to viewing the decision aid. Differences in

knowledge and decision appraisal between the two groups

were compared using t-tests and chi-square tests. Com-

puter-generated preferences for treatment were compared

with patients’ stated preferences using chi-square tests.

Results One hundred and one newly diagnosed patients

were randomized to view the website first or take a survey

first. Women who viewed the website first had slightly

higher, though not significantly, knowledge about surgery

(p = 0.29) and reconstruction (p = 0.10) than the survey-

first group. Those who viewed the website first also

appraised their decision process significantly more

favorably than did those who took the survey first

(p\ 0.05 for most decision outcomes). There was very

good concordance between computer-suggested and stated

treatment preferences.

Conclusion This pilot study suggests that an interactive

decision tool shows promise for supporting early-stage

breast cancer patients with complicated treatment decision

making.

Key Points for Decision Makers

Breast cancer patients found an interactive decision

tool focused on surgical treatment to be helpful in

their decision making.

An interactive values clarification exercise was

useful to patients in understanding trade-offs

associated with surgical treatment options.

Challenges to implementing decision tools into

surgical practices remain.

1 Introduction

Patients newly diagnosed with early-stage breast cancer

face a series of complex decisions across the continuum of

their care. The first, and often most difficult, decision these

patients make involves their locoregional treatment plan-

ning. For most women with early-stage breast cancer, this

decision requires a choice between mastectomy (with or

without reconstruction) and lumpectomy with radiation

(breast conservation therapy, or BCT) [1–4]. There is a
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strong professional consensus that most women with early-

stage breast cancer are candidates for BCT [5, 6], and many

surgeons endorse BCT in these patients [7, 8]. However, a

substantial, though still a minority, number of women

choose mastectomy based on factors that are prioritized by

patients, such as fear of recurrence or avoiding radiation

[9–11]. In addition, data show that rates of mastectomy

(including contralateral prophylactic mastectomy) are on

the rise [12–15].

This trend has raised concerns that patients are not

adequately informed about treatment choices [16–18].

Research suggests that these decisions may not meet the

criteria of a high-quality decision, defined as one that is

informed and consistent with the decision maker’s under-

lying values [19]. While patients do make choices based on

factors important to them, it remains unclear if these

choices are truly based on an accurate understanding of the

treatment risks and benefits. Though some research shows

that women who choose mastectomy are well informed

[11], other studies have found a strikingly low level of

knowledge about surgical treatment risks and benefits, even

among patients who were recently treated [16, 17, 20].

Further, many women do not receive their preferred

amount of information in the decision-making process [22]

or believe that their preferences are incorporated into

treatment decision making [23–26]. This complex interplay

between knowledge and patient values underscores the

importance of decision tools for helping women with both

components of a high-quality decision.

Decision aids focusing on surgical treatment for breast

cancer patients have been developed and evaluated,

including a decision board [27], an audiobooklet [28], an

interactive CD-ROM [29], and tailored websites [11, 30].

While these aids were associated with improvements in

knowledge about surgical treatment options, their impact

on treatment choice was mixed. Other decision aids

focused on early-stage breast cancer treatment have been

developed but to date not evaluated for impact on decision

appraisal or treatment use [31]. A recent observational

study found that an online breast cancer treatment decision

aid (i.e., BresDEX) was associated with greater readiness

to make a decision about surgery, though not with surgery

type [32]. Despite the recommendation of the International

Patient Decision Aids Standards (IPDAS) committee that

decision aids should include preference clarification exer-

cises [33], few breast cancer treatment decision aids have

done so, and none has provided women with feedback with

which to make their decisions. Furthermore, although

research has shown that women should be made aware of

the option of breast reconstruction prior to the initial sur-

gical treatment decision [34], existing decision aids either

do not describe reconstruction options or address it in a

limited way.

We therefore conducted a pilot study to develop and

evaluate a web-based decision aid focused on locoregional

breast cancer treatment that is unique from existing breast

cancer patient information or decision aids in three ways:

(1) provision of comprehensible information about treat-

ment risks and benefits, (2) an interactive values clarifi-

cation exercise with feedback, and (3) guidance for

communicating with clinicians. We sought to determine

whether this tool could improve the quality of local treat-

ment decisions (by improving knowledge about treatment

and appraisal of the decision process) through a random-

ized study among newly diagnosed early-stage breast

cancer patients at two cancer centers. We hypothesized that

patients who were randomized to view the website first

(‘‘intervention’’) would have higher knowledge scores and

more decision satisfaction than patients who were ran-

domized to complete a survey prior to viewing the website

(‘‘control’’).

This study was approved by the Institutional Review

Board of the University of Michigan and Karmanos Cancer

Institute.

2 Methods

2.1 Development of the Decision Aid

We worked with the National Cancer Institute-funded

Center of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research

at our institution to develop our decision aid, following the

criteria outlined by IPDAS [35]. A key feature of our tool,

as recommended by IPDAS [33], was the inclusion of an

interactive values clarification exercise. To accomplish

this, we used conjoint analysis (CA) to assess patients’

preferences for treatment attributes and provide them with

feedback in real time. CA has been used in marketing and

mathematical psychology research to assess preferences for

products, and is recommended when consumers have to

trade off certain product attributes for others (i.e., size for

cost) [36–38]. It has been increasingly used to assess

preferences for medical treatments [39–41].

CA-based preference elicitation exercise: From the lit-

erature, a potential set of three attributes related to

women’s choices for mastectomy (with or without recon-

struction) or lumpectomy with radiation was initially gen-

erated (risk of the cancer coming back, likelihood of

needing radiation therapy, whether or not the natural breast

is retained) [17, 18, 21, 42]. We then conducted interviews

with five surgeons and four oncologists to further develop a

potential attribute list (these interviews also provided

content for the locoregional and chemotherapy sections of

the decision aid). These interviews generated an additional

six attributes that physicians felt might be considered by
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patients in their treatment decisions [cosmesis/how the

breast(s) looks after surgery, recovery time, need for a

second surgery, sensation following surgery, whether or

not implants were needed]. These nine attributes were then

shared with 10 breast cancer survivors who had received

different treatments for their cancer, with the goal of nar-

rowing the attribute set to four to six attributes, each with

two to three levels, to ensure that the final exercise could be

completed by the target population. Each survivor was

asked to rate and rank the attributes. Among the 10 sur-

vivors interviewed, all ranked the same four among their

five ‘‘most important.’’ Interviewers described each of the

nine attributes with a set of ‘‘levels’’ and survivors pro-

vided feedback regarding how to phrase the levels in a way

that they thought newly diagnosed patients would under-

stand. From these interviews, the top attributes and asso-

ciated levels were determined.

This process resulted in a set of four key treatment

attributes, each having two levels (descriptors of each

attribute): (1) risk of the cancer coming back (5 % risk of

the cancer coming back in 10 years, 8 % chance of the

cancer coming back in 10 years), (2) likelihood of needing

radiation therapy [very high chance (close to 100 %), low

chance (8–10 %), which is the case for some women who

receive mastectomy], (3) whether or not one’s natural

breast is retained (yes, no), and (4) how the breast looks

after surgery [very good chance breasts will look similar,

no chance breasts will look similar]. For the final exercise,

patients were presented with 16 scenarios in the tool based

on combinations of these attributes and levels. An example

of a screen shot for one scenario is provided in Table 1.

Using responses from each patient, a ‘‘best fit’’ treatment

was determined and provided to the patient as feedback

using the following language, ‘‘Based on the responses you

just gave, the treatment that seems to be the best fit for you

is (mastectomy, mastectomy with reconstruction, lumpec-

tomy with radiation)’’.

Informational components: A primary purpose of the

decision aid was to educate women about their disease and

treatment options. Information content of our decision tool

was developed based on existing information given to

newly diagnosed patients at each site, with input from the

same five surgeons, and four medical oncologists as for the

attribute development. We also obtained content feedback

from two radiation oncologists and two plastic surgeons.

The following sections were offered: (1) about breast

cancer, (2) treatment options for breast cancer (including

information on initial surgical treatment, radiation treat-

ment, reconstruction, genetic testing, and systemic treat-

ment), (3) talking to your doctors (including questions and

tips for making sure patients obtained their desired amount

of involvement in the decision), and (4) your preferences

(the CA-based exercise). The content was reviewed by our

National Cancer Institute Center of Excellence in Cancer

Communication and revised where needed to ensure an

eighth grade or below reading level.

2.2 Pre-test

We conducted a pre-test of both the overall content of the

decision tool, and of the values clarification exercise

specifically with separate groups of breast cancer survivors.

Upon completion of an initial version of the content of the

website, five breast cancer survivors reviewed it in the

presence of a research associate and provided feedback on

the comprehensiveness of the content and on the flow of

Table 1 Example of one

screenshot of interactive values

clarification exercise using

conjoint analysis

Treatment option 1 Treatment option 2

Treatment option 1 is a procedure 
with these qualities:

Treatment option 2 is a 
procedure with these qualities:

Do not retain natural breast Retain your natural breast

Low likelihood (8–10 %) of needing 
radiation (or having it 
recommended) following surgery 

100 % likelihood of needing radiation 
(or having it recommended) 
following surgery

I strongly prefer option 1 Neutral I strongly prefer option 2
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the information. Based on this feedback, the content was

then revised, including simplifying the language, adding

some images to enhance the content, and providing a

printable comparison table of treatment options for

patients.

To specifically determine whether the CA-based

approach for values clarification was more difficult than a

more simple approach [45], we conducted a separate pre-

test comparing our method to a rating/ranking method.

Eleven breast cancer survivors who had completed treat-

ment (different from those who reviewed the content) were

randomized to complete the conjoint exercise or a rating/

ranking task first, and the other method afterward. They

were interviewed to determine which method they pre-

ferred and why. Of the 11 participants, 10 preferred the

conjoint method because they thought it was more useful in

helping them think through the factors important in their

decision. Although six thought the conjoint method was

more difficult, all still felt it was better in helping with

decision making. We therefore decided to retain the con-

joint method for preference elicitation in our decision aid.

2.3 Measures

There were two primary outcomes for the evaluation, both

components of a high-quality decision: (1) knowledge

about initial surgical treatment and knowledge about breast

reconstruction, and (2) participant appraisal of the decision

process, including her perceived concordance between the

treatment received (or leaning towards) and her values and

her overall satisfaction with decision making. The surgical

knowledge measure included three true/false questions

asking about the risk and benefits of mastectomy vs. BCT.

A score of 3 indicated perfect surgical treatment knowl-

edge and a score of 0 indicated no knowledge. Recon-

struction knowledge included two true/false questions

(range 0–2). We evaluated patient appraisal of the decision

process through two measures; decision satisfaction and

perceived values concordance. Perceived values concor-

dance was assessed by asking, ‘‘The surgical treatment

decision matches my values’’ (strongly agree to strongly

disagree). We assessed decision satisfaction using an

adapted version of the decision satisfaction scale [46].

2.4 Preparation for Evaluation

To prepare for the clinic-based evaluation, we conducted

three meetings with the breast cancer clinicians and/or their

clinical teams (nurses, nurse practitioners, physician

assistants, and administrators) of the first study site to

ensure that the study, as well as any follow-up dissemi-

nation efforts, would fit within the clinical workflow. These

meetings informed the approach used to recruit newly

diagnosed patients to the study, as outlined below. All

clinicians and staff strongly endorsed the decision tool, and

agreed that newly diagnosed patients would benefit from

being offered the opportunity to view it prior to making

their final treatment decision. In fact, because of the sup-

port for the decision tool, we developed a modified ran-

domized controlled trial where patients were randomized to

view the website first (‘‘intervention’’), or to take a survey

prior to viewing the website (‘‘control’’), as this allowed all

eligible patients a chance to view the website. We were

further advised that because of the overwhelming amount

of information patients received prior to their appointment,

the tool should be offered to patients at the time of their

surgical consult.

2.5 Evaluation of the Decision Aid

Participants were eligible if they were newly diagnosed

with early-stage breast cancer (stage 0, I, or II), aged

25–80 years, and receiving care at either cancer center

from 11/2009 through 2/2011, who had not yet made their

locoregional treatment decision. Because stage was not

always known at the time of recruitment, patients were

eligible for the study if the surgeon determined that they

were making a choice between mastectomy and BCT.

Patients with cancer recurrence, metastatic disease,

receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy, or otherwise unable

to make a choice between mastectomy and BCT (i.e., being

recommended one of the procedures by their surgeon) were

not eligible.

As noted above, the recruitment and enrollment process

was informed by the clinical staff and adapted to the

workflow. Potential participants were identified by the

administrative staff or the surgeon at each site. Upon

arrival, potentially eligible patients were directed to the

study coordinator who was based in the clinic. The coor-

dinator briefly described the study to them as ‘‘a website

that is designed to help women with breast cancer make

treatment decisions’’ and was designed for those who had

not yet made a locoregional treatment decision. Partici-

pants were told they would complete a short survey before

or after being given the log-in information. Those inter-

ested and willing completed informed consent and were

randomized in the clinic to complete the survey or given

the log-in information with a survey to mail back after

viewing the website. Randomization was done simply by

assigning every other consented patient to website first or

survey first, and coordinators were not blinded to the

condition. The website could be viewed in the clinic or

from their home. Participants randomized to complete the

survey first (‘‘control’’) were given log-in information after

the survey was returned to the coordinator. Patients then

proceeded to meet with their surgeon and other breast
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clinicians as needed. All subjects were given a US$50 gift

card to a local retail store.

Surveys were identified with a study ID and a ‘‘W’’ for

website first and ‘‘S’’ for survey first on the covering page.

Completed de-identified surveys were entered into Micro-

soft access by the study team, and then transferred into

STATA 11.0 for analysis [47].

2.6 Analysis

We first described the sample of patients who enrolled into

the study, as well as the distribution of responses to the

knowledge, values concordance, and decision satisfaction

measures. To test our hypothesis that patients who viewed

the website first would have higher knowledge scores and

more decision satisfaction than patients who completed the

survey first, we compared the responses of patients who

viewed the website prior to taking the survey (‘‘interven-

tion’’) with those who completed the survey prior to

viewing the website (‘‘control’’). We compared mean

scores for women in each group using t tests.

We then conducted exploratory analyses of the results of

the preference elicitation exercise among those who chose

to view that portion of the website (89 %). First, we tab-

ulated the most important attributes across the sample. We

then conducted comparisons between the treatment gener-

ated by the computer program to the treatment that the

patient received or was leaning towards using Chi-square

tests. We did these comparisons overall and for individual

patients.

3 Results

3.1 Study Sample

A total of 110 patients were recruited (86 from study site A

and 24 from study site B). Because of the recruitment

method that required interested patients to approach the

study team, we cannot accurately determine the participa-

tion rate for this study among all potentially eligible

patients. However, we were able to estimate from data on

numbers of new potentially eligible patients at each site,

that approximately 50 % of them approached the study

team at each site. Of those who approached the study team

(total n = 137), 80.2 % consented to be in the study, which

resulted in the n of 110. The majority (n = 105, 95 %)

viewed the website from home. Complete data including

both log-in and survey data was obtained from 101

patients, and was relatively equally divided between web-

site first (n = 51) and survey first (n = 50) groups. Of

these, the mean age was 53 years (range 30–80 years).

Eighty-six percent were white and 14 % were black. Two-

thirds (66 %) had educational attainment of some college

or more.

3.2 Knowledge

We found that overall surgical knowledge was moderate

(mean = 3.0, range 0–4), and that overall reconstruction

knowledge was low (mean = 1.4, range 0–3). Although

not statistically significant, patients who viewed the web-

site first had slightly higher scores on both surgery and

reconstruction knowledge; 3.1 vs. 2.9 for surgical knowl-

edge (p = 0.29) and 1.6 vs. 1.2 for reconstruction knowl-

edge (p = 0.10) (Table 2).

3.3 Appraisal of Decision Making

Patients who viewed the website first scored more favor-

ably on all decision satisfaction items than did women who

took the survey first. Website-first patients were more

likely to disagree that they felt the treatment decision was

hard to make and that they were unsure what decision to

make compared with survey-first patients, although not all

differences were statistically significant. They more often

agreed that they understood the risk and benefits associated

with different surgical options, that they were aware of

their choices, and that they were satisfied with their treat-

ment (Table 2). In addition, patients viewing the website

first significantly more often agreed that ‘‘the treatment

decision matches my values’’ (1.61 vs. 1.85, p\ 0.05)

(Table 2).

3.4 Concordance Between Computer-suggested

and Stated Treatment Preferences

Overall, among the subsample who engaged with the

interactive exercise (n = 92), the most important attributes

across all participants were: (1) avoiding cancer coming

back, (2) avoiding radiation, and (3) retaining one’s natural

breast. There was good concordance between the treatment

that the computer suggested (based on patient input), and

the treatment that the patient indicated she actually

received or was planning to receive. The computer sug-

gested lumpectomy with radiation in 45 % of patients who

completed the exercise and 47 % of patients reported

receiving or planning to have this treatment. The computer

suggested mastectomy with reconstruction for 49 % of

patients. While 37 % of patients indicated they had

received or were leaning towards mastectomy with recon-

struction, an additional 8 % reported ‘‘considering recon-

struction’’, raising the total to 45 %. Finally, the computer

suggested mastectomy without reconstruction in 6 % of

women, while 8 % reported getting or leaning towards this

option (Table 3). When we compared computer-suggested
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with stated preferences at the individual patient levels, we

found concordance for 96 % (n = 88) of patients, if we

considered ‘‘mastectomy considering reconstruction’’ to be

concordant with mastectomy with reconstruction.

3.5 Participant Reactions to the Website

In addition to the quantitative results, just under a quarter

(23 %) of participants provided written comments in the

survey. These comments were overwhelmingly positive.

For example,

• ‘‘Very thorough … this was my first time in a hospital/

decision making situation and this was so helpful’’.

• ‘‘I can’t begin to convey the thanks for having the

information your website provided and the ease of the

format and way it was set up’’.

4 Discussion

We developed an interactive, web-based, breast cancer

treatment decision tool intended to help newly diagnosed

patients with their locoregional treatment decision and

evaluated its impact on decision making through a pilot

study. The results suggest that our decision tool holds

promise for improving the quality of decisions for early-

stage breast cancer patients, by potentially raising their

knowledge about treatments and improving appraisal of the

process of decision making.

Prior studies of breast cancer treatment decision making

have found that surgical treatment decisions are often made

without sufficient knowledge, and may be made prema-

turely [12, 20–22]. Patients have reported making decisions

for more extensive treatment, such as mastectomy or

Table 2 Treatment knowledge

and appraisal of decision

making among study

participants (n = 101)

Website first

(n = 51)a
Survey first

(n = 50)b

Treatment knowledge

Surgical knowledge (range 0–4) 3.1 2.9

Reconstruction knowledge (range 0–3) 1.6 1.2*

Decision appraisal (5-point scale from 1: strongly agree to 5: strongly disagree)

I know the benefits of mastectomy 1.3 1.7*

I know the risks of mastectomy 1.6 2.0*

I know the benefits of lumpectomy with radiation 1.6 1.8

I know the risks of lumpectomy with radiation 1.6 2.1*

I’m aware of the choices I have for treatment 1.6 1.8

It’s clear what choice is best for me 2.0 2.3*

I feel I’ve made an informed choice 1.4 1.7**

I am satisfied with my treatment decision 1.4 1.8*

Perceived values concordance (5-point scale from 1: strongly agree to 5: strongly disagree)

The surgical treatment decision matches my values 1.6 1.9*

* p\ 1.0, ** p\ 0.05
a Participants viewed the decision tool website prior to completing the survey
b Participants completed the survey prior to viewing the decision tool website

Table 3 Concordance between

computer-suggested preferences

and preferences stated by

participants (n = 92)

Concordance between computer-suggested and stated treatment preferences (n = 92)a

Treatment Computer-

suggested (%)

Stated (%)

Lumpectomy with radiation 45 47

Mastectomy with reconstruction 49 37

Mastectomy considering reconstructionb NA 8

Mastectomy without reconstruction 6 8

NA not applicable
a Overall, for 96 % (n = 88) of patients, there was concordance between computer-suggested and stated

preferences, including a stated preference for ‘‘mastectomy considering reconstruction’’ to be concordant

with a computer-suggested preference for ‘‘mastectomy with reconstruction’’
b The computer was not able to make a suggestion to ‘‘consider reconstruction’’; however, participants

were given this option when entering their stated preference
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double mastectomy, for ‘‘peace of mind’’ [42–44]. Yet

whether these decisions are based on accurate under-

standing of treatment risks and benefits is unclear. The

need to improve decision quality, by improving both

knowledge and concordance between the patient’s under-

lying values and the treatment received, has been high-

lighted [19]. Few existing, breast cancer treatment decision

aids have included an interactive values clarification

exercise, and none has done so and provided patients with

feedback in real time. A key innovative component of our

web-based tool was the inclusion of such an exercise using

CA. To our knowledge, this is the first decision tool that

has used a CA-based values clarification exercise with real-

time feedback to breast cancer patients about the treatment

that may be the best fit for them. The exercise was well

received by patients, and we found that the exercise gen-

erated an accurate mapping of the treatment attributes most

important to individual patients to the treatments they had

planned to receive.

Though our tool produced positive, though not statisti-

cally significant, results in two academic treatment centers,

implementation studies suggest that it will be challenging

to deploy such tools in community practices [48]. Research

indicates there is considerable variation in the delivery of

breast cancer treatment information, including diagnosis

and initial surgical consultation, in community practices

[49, 50], and that not all breast surgeons endorse inte-

grating decision tools into their fast-paced and often

overwhelming clinical environment. [51] Yet these are

often the very sites that do not routinely use patient-facing

decision tools in the delivery of breast cancer treatment

information [50]. Considerable preparation and engage-

ment of key clinical stakeholders, including surgeons,

nurses, and administrative staff, at each site ensured our

tool was well integrated into the clinical workflow. Yet a

downside of this integration was the inability to offer the

tool to patients prior to their surgical consult, which may

have prepared them better for decision making. More

research is needed to assess integration and use in various

practice settings to ensure that interventions such as our

decision tool are optimized for patients treated across the

broad landscape of breast cancer treatment delivery.

Our study also highlights the fact that decision tools

cannot remain static over time; they must evolve and

reflect advances in oncologic treatment. The interactive

tool used in this study is more relevant to contemporary,

breast cancer treatment planning because it included

information regarding reconstructive surgery. Future tools

will require modification to reflect the downstream effects

of the BCT vs. mastectomy decision on the potential

axillary surgery needs, and to incorporate these consider-

ations into initial treatment planning. Patients found to

harbor limited volume metastatic disease in the sentinel

lymph nodes will usually be able to avoid undergoing the

complete axillary lymph node dissection [52, 53], poten-

tially offering a meaningful advantage to patients because

of the corresponding diminished risk of experiencing

lymphedema. Post-mastectomy radiation needs can also

influence immediate reconstruction eligibility. Thus, the

extent to which a patient prioritizes avoiding lymphedema

as well as having immediate reconstruction represent

another set of appropriate factors that should be incorpo-

rated into future breast cancer treatment decision tools.

Some limitations to this study should be noted. Perhaps

most importantly, this was a relatively small pilot study,

making it difficult to have sufficient power to detect dif-

ferences between groups and the findings need to be

replicated in a large, more well-powered randomized trial.

Although we were able to recruit newly diagnosed patients

prior to making their surgical treatment decisions, the

results cannot be generalized to different settings particu-

larly non-academic medical centers. Moreover, we cannot

determine exactly when the treatment decision was made.

While we desired for women to view the decision aid prior

to their surgical consult, this approach did not work within

the clinical workflow. Understanding how to integrate

decision aids into the fast-paced nature of surgical decision

making is an area in need of further research. The CA-

based values clarification exercise was limited by the

attributes selected, the use of an adaptive vs. choice-based

approach, as well as by the subjective linking of the results

of trade-off preferences to actual treatments. Future work is

needed to refine these types of exercises in decision aids.

We were not able to fully assess potential associations

between socioeconomic factors and attitudes towards

treatment, which may have impacted how women inter-

acted with the decision aid. Finally, we did not have

information on treatment received for all patients, making

it difficult to fully assess the impact of the tool on treatment

use and on concordance between what the computer sug-

gested and what patients actually received.

5 Conclusion

Despite these limitations, our pilot study of 101 newly

diagnosed patients from two academic medical settings

provides important results upon which to base further work

to improve the quality of breast cancer treatment decisions.

Our findings indicate that a treatment decision tool

implemented at the time of the surgical consult offers

patients information that is useful in their decision making.

These results provide the basis on which to base

hypotheses for future, larger-scale, randomized controlled

trials of breast cancer treatment decision aids. Our tool was

both well used and positively appraised by patients making
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these decisions in two academic teaching practices. Further

work to develop and evaluate decision tools across the

continuum of breast cancer care, including systemic treat-

ment and survivorship care planning, and across varied

clinical practice settings is needed.
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